Results: Skyhoundz Hyperflite Local Championship
Hosted by the So Cal K-9 Air Corps & Torrance Parks and Recreation
Torrance Park, Torrance, CA – 07/23/05
(The following was originally posted by Mike Miller of the So Cal K-9 Air
Corp)
Well, Yesterday was another in a long line of fun contests at Torrance
California. The Skyhoundz Local was a great deal of fun, and even
thought the day was hot, hot, hot, it was bearable...
There were 31 teams competing over 4 divisions. Trophies went out to
the top 3 teams in each division.
Junior: 2 rounds of the circle.
1st Jeremy Northam and Jasper 6 pts
2nd Nicole Rand and Nitro 6 pts
tie was broken by highest score in one round
3 Sarina Marin and Foxy 0 points, but one heck of a try.....
Toss n Catch: one round circle, and one round speed disc.
1st Ron Cole and Annie 27 pts
2nd Jasmine Hyun and Clutch 25.5 pts
3rd Luis Marin and Boo 20 pts
Sport: one round each freeflight, circle and speed disc.
1st Rone Cole and Arrow 52.5 pts
2nd Tony Crumly and Mercury 37.5 pts
3rd Greg Mauldin and Kendall 35.5 pts
Open: one round each freeflight, circle and speed disc.
1st Al Erikson and George 61.5 pts
2nd David Procida and Nitro 54 pts A & W=14
3rd Alan Thibodo and Jasper 54 pts A & W= 13.5
tie was broken by total athleticism and wow factor
Top Freeflight score of the day:
1st Al Erikson and George 32.5 pts
2nd Benny Wong and KD 30.5 pts
3rd Sung Hyun and Tag 30 pts
Top Circle score of the day went to :
Al Erikson and George 21 pts
Joel Zucker and Bailey 21 pts
Top Speed Disc of the day went to:
Benny Wong and KD with 17.75 seconds

Thank you to all who attended, and judges Jeff and Kevin Lundburg, Wil
West, and the people from Parks and Rec who helped out all day.
Next stop, Denver for UFO and the QUAD.......
Just a quick note on the speed disc here, Sung Hyun and Tag had an
unbelievable round which would for sure been the best of the day except
for one small problem. Sung threw the Target zone first and made the
catch, he then had the second disc in the air and Tag hit the 20 yard
catch and the third disc was out for the 30 yard catch and the crowd
went wild in anticipation of them breaking the 15 second time limit to
gain the best score of 10 points. Well, Sung realizing he had maxed
the catches and all he needed was the disk back over the start line
decided to get Tag to run as fast as possible so he turned and ran away
from the field calling Tag to follow. No question they would have made
well under 15 seconds cuz Tag is fast, except Tag has now come back past
the disc which he had caught for the 20 yard catch, and could not resist
stopping and exchanging the last disc caught for the one on the
ground. Bad Dog, Bad Bad Bad Dog..... Wrong Disc. Now the crowd is
yelling at Sung, "Come back Sung, get the right disc" So he did....
He was able to run all the way back to where the 30 yard disc , which
Tag had now picked up once again and took it from Tag and threw it
across the line to stop time...... In 34 seconds flat. When the
laughter stopped, the contest went on.... No worries Sung, if I know
you, you'll get um next time.......

